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Step by step guideline through a purchase 
 
 

When you have found the Wave Data, that you would like to have:  
 

Your first step is to select PURCHASE THROUGH DYNAMIS PARTNERS and 
accept cookies. This is the only way the purchase info can happen.  
  

If no option to buy now - Select 'in the cart' upper right of page.  
The page may offer you a chance for a special purchase first. 

Select 'Proceed to Check Out'. 
 
Important note: In between these selections: the page may disappear, or you may 

get a notice of not linking, etc.                         
Just wait a moment and it connects through each time to Dynamis Partners. 

 
You will see the order form. First: Fill it out and check the 2 boxes near bottom of 

page. 
THEN select PayPal as payment method. 
You may get disconnect notices again for a moment, then it goes through. 

 
Order Received Receipt page will then show that payment went through. 

 
Immediately afterward, you will receive 4 emails:  
1)  Aktiviere dein Benutzerkonto auf Dynamis Partner - you've activated an 

account.. 
     The last paragraph has the link for your download to select. 

2)  Bestatigung deiner Bestsellung... - confirmation of your order.  
     If pay problem - has a 'jetzt bezahlen" (pay now) option on it. Using PayPal, 

you won't need this. 

3)  Rechnung fur die Bestsellung # auf Dynamis Partner - Invoice of your 
purchase.and THE DOWNLOAD! 

4)  Dein Dynamis Partner Konto wurde erstellt - account has been created 
 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 
I hope you find your way through easily.  

You have to do this procedure extra for every Wave Data you would like to have 
wishing you joy and success with the files! 
 

 
Yours 

Elisabeth 
 


